
           PSYCHO-QUADRATICS: CONCLUSION  

 

JUNG’S “MISSING” (“DENIED”?) QUADRATIC  

In ‘conclusion: Psychodynamics’ (see ‘Basics’ webpage) we made the point that 

Freud was no philosopher. By contrast, Jung was a philosopher but didn’t want to be 

known as one because it would have undermined his self-conception as an “empirical 

psychologist”. For FA, however, Jung would have lost nothing if he had self-conceived 

as an ‘empirical-psychological-philosopher’ because this ‘triadic’ would have brought 

him closer – via a ‘quadratic bridge’ – to his Leonic “quintessence”. 

Indeed, any analyst would become a philosopher when, from the supraverted, 

quadratic vantage point, s/he viewed psycho-therapeutic interactions as follows… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The philosophical question: although a developed ego means that the analyst’s 

superego will have reached its ‘use-by’ date, does it get tossed out automatically? The 

philosopher’s answer: ‘no’ i.e. the build-up of psychoanalytic theory over the century 

has led, at least for those who have a “good enough” experience of it, to its ‘authority’. 

This character has been reinforced by the advent of university-style institutions intent 

on ‘masters’ teaching psychoanalysis to ‘students’. Hence, Jung’s oft-quoted remark, 

“thank God I’m not a Jungian” (implicitly, “thank God I’m not a Freudian”). 

One of Jung’s most emphatic criticisms of Freud was that analysts-analysands 

often get “stuck” in their respective “transference neuroses”… but, this is the criticism 

that is best directed to Charcot’s ‘authoritarian’ “hypnotherapy” i.e. Freud explains 

that the psychoanalysis treats the “transference neurosis” by analyzing the superego 

(an organ that is never identified, let alone analyzed, in “hypnotherapy”). This entails 

a careful consideration of ‘inner authority’ because, when superego “projections” are 

retrieved, the analysand now inwardly orders his/her ‘pre-ego’ about in the same way 

that s/he had been taking orders from an outer (± “hypnotizing”) parent. In turn, the 

analysand’s “projection retrievals” may do nothing to heal the psychopathology and, 

by ‘hiding’ it, the symptoms could worsen… therefore, the analyst pays more attention 

to the ego-building process until such a time that “projection retrievals” don’t lead to 

‘inner authoritarianism’. If s/he doesn’t do so, the symptoms may get worse and, as a 

result, the analysand has cause to leave his/her analysis and, if s/he is so inclined, s/he 

has cause to take up arms against it… as, in his way, Jung did.  

And, so, like “consciousness” and “love”, “authority” is one of those words that 

needs not only a definition but also a ‘religious’ “careful consideration”. Perhaps it is 

a word that is best used to qualify nothing more than the “superego”. And, instead of 

using terms such as “ego authority”, depth psychologists do better to be more pedantic 

and resolve to differentiate “(superego) authority” ‘out’ from “(ego) authenticity”… 
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ASTROLOGERS “DENIED” QUADRATIC 

The “authentic ego” is one that has developed to the point that the individual 

has no need of appealing to his/her (or anyone else’s) ‘authority’ to claim that s/he has 

a developed ego. If Jung and Freud had discussed, (i) epistemology (i.e. “how does one 

know that s/he knows?”) & (ii) the ‘authority complex’ (i.e. ego vs. superego), they 

may have avoided their 1913 split. Then again, when we look to Jung’s natal chart… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

… we notice that the sign that Jung had on his descendant, Leo, was the sign 

that Freud had on his midheaven. In other words, Jung would have seen Freud as a 

mix of “ego authenticity” (i.e. what Jung’s Aquarius ascendant would have projected 

onto anything Leonic) and “superego authority” (i.e. what Jung, whether he was ‘pre-

egoic’ or ‘egoic’, would have noticed specifically about Freud’s “defensive persona” = 

M.C.). No wonder both would escalate many of depth psychology’s “Babel” issues. 

In ‘Psychodynamics’ (on our ‘Basics’ webpage), we noted that, if “projections” 

from the ascendant ‘down’ to the I.C. are negative – often a consequence of “projective 

identification” at the ascendant being so severe that the ‘ig-self’ is unable to see that 

it is ‘11/12ths wrong’ about the world – the “projection” across to the descendant tends 

toward the “open enemy” pole of the 7th house’s “open-enemy/partnership” polarity 

(and, in second turn, the ‘already-negative’ “projection” onto the M.C. intensifies). As 

also depicted in Jung’s natal chart above, Saturn would make its way ‘down’ from his 

ascendant to his 4th house over the duration of his apprenticeship with Freud. 

Nonetheless, in the long run, Jung was able to let go of his negative “projection” 

onto his “open enemy” Freud and develop ‘through’ his I.C. well enough to “occupy” 

his 7th house and express his Leo Sun. As noted elsewhere herein, the Leo-descendant 

analyst is most suited to analyzing Aquarian ascendant analysands (i.e. the analysand 

only has to follow his/her analyst’s lead) but, in any case, a fully trained analyst is able 

to ‘present’ the analysand’s descendant sign to his/her analysand because the analyst, 

by definition, will have embodied all 6 sign-pairs during his/her training. 
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FREUD-(JUNG)-ASTROLOGERS’ DENIED QUADRATIC 

Most analysts & analysands keep dream diaries. Astrologers, by contrast, tend 

to diarize outer events. But, if we stick to Jung’s narrower definition of synchronicity 

that includes the ‘inner event’ (i.e. “meaning”), the Freudastrological diary would put 

inner events above dreams & outer events. For example, 18/2/2021, a day of Saturn in 

Aquarius squaring Uranus in Taurus, may have coincided with something observable 

in the outer world that reflects the clash of ‘11 idealism’ vs. ‘10 pragmatism’, we would 

not diarize it unless it ‘resonated’ with our own ‘11 ego ideal’ vs. ‘10 superego’ issues, 

irrespective of whether we had a dream that day that could just as well have been an 

occurrence in the outer world. To be fully fair to the ‘11-10 interaction’, however, we 

don’t make the call about whether any transit is (or isn’t) “meaningful” until it runs 

its 3rd (usually final) exactitude… our current example will do so on 24/12/2021. 

In preparation for probable synchronicities, it is worth spending some time, as 

we are doing now, on the issue of FA’s ‘authority complex’ – for, after all, dear reader, 

you are in the throes of wondering whether we are (as Jung would say) a “flatus vocus” 

or something worth considering. If, of course, you have read this far, we would expect 

that you see us as considerable, even if Saturn-Uranus is making you ask, “am I losing 

more than I am gaining from reading FA?” If we re-examine FA’s natal chart…   

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

… we notice that, whereas Freud had natal Saturn in his 8th house, FA has natal 

Sun-ruling Neptune in its 8th house… with Saturn about to transit it on 19/1/2022. In 

short, our ‘authority complex’ is about to interact with our ‘masochistic complex’ and, 

so, irrespective of your view of us, we do better to focus on our view of ourselves. 

‘Fortunately’, our current “progressed” new Moon in Aries is delivering us to 

our ‘sadism complex’ to, thereby, generate a dyadic balance. To generate a quadratic 

balance, however, we need to ‘imagine’ this new Moon all the way ‘down/across’ to its 

fullness in ‘erotic’ Virgo-to-Libra (especially on 19/1/2022). Imagine there’s a “City of 

God” within, it’s easy if you try, hell understood below us, heaven above, by & by.  
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‘HEROINES’ OF THE ‘SPIRITUAL FEMININE’? Ex.XII 

In our Sun in Scorpio example, Sabina Spielrein (see ‘Psycho-quadratic:VB’), 

we noted that Sabina was probably suffering from the same wound as her mother but 

with the opposite expression i.e. a ‘sexual information withholding’ mother often leads 

to a ‘sexually (over)-curious daughter’… although we admit that this may be preceded 

by a mental illness detour (and/or “displacements” onto sciences ‘beyond’ biology). In 

this sense, the Freudian might argue that Jung’s most readable protégé… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

… was, like Sabina, a curious daughter of a “repressive” mother. When we look 

to Marie’s natal horoscope, however, we get a sense that her mother might have been 

more “dissociative” (Moon opposite Uranus) than “repressive”. Either way, Marie’s 

mother (to be precise, Marie’s mother image) can be said to be primarily responsible 

for her curiosity with respect all ‘levels’ of the unconscious. 

For us, the secondary responsibility for her curiosity can be placed at the feet 

of her Scorpio ascendant i.e. as it was for Freud, Scorpio wants to know what is going 

on ‘behind’ things. Scorpio is also the (admittedly, fiery-watery) ‘ground’ out of which 

a ‘value’ can be placed on Sagittarian intuition… noting that Marie’s Venus is located 

in the sign of the Archer. This ‘root centroversion’ seems to also have had little trouble 

reaching ‘down-into’ Marie’s 3rd & 4th houses. Although, on the surface, it seems as if 

Marie shared Uranus’ ‘I.C. block’ that (see prior essay) had proved to be too difficult 

for Noam Chomsky, her Solar “progression” and the transit of her Sun-ruler, Saturn, 

into Aquarius in her late teens are the likely symbols for why it wasn’t too difficult for 

her to ‘keep going’ to Jupiter and as Arthur C. Clarke (+ Buzz Lightyear!) would have 

said it, “Jupiter and beyond”. Marie’s first meeting with Jung was around this time. 

We have made a specific comparison between Marie and Noam because, in our 

view, a natal Sun in Capricorn is more ‘gifted’ in the direction of (re)-incarnation than 

a natal Sun in Sagittarius (the latter being altogether too attracted to “transcendence” 

of the life-cycle). The Goat is, after all, a “feminine” sign and, as such, it has an easier 

time imagining the life that will begin in Aries (i.e. the earthiest of the fire signs), ‘flesh 
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out’ in Taurus and, then, discover its flesh-caged, “square soul” in Cancer. Some might 

object that we are claiming a greater imagination in an earth sign, Capricorn, than in 

a fire sign, Sagittarius, but we counter with (i) a fiery Sun brings an ‘imaginal facility’ 

to all elements of the zodiac, and (ii) if our focus remains narrowed to (re)-incarnation, 

this term holds its valuing ‘water’. Indeed, there is a sense in which Marie specifically 

points to Capricorn as the “culmination” of the ‘spiritual feminine’… that had begun 

(not so much at Cancer, as) at Leo (i.e. the wateriest of the fire signs). This conception 

fits well with our idea proposed in ‘Psycho-quadratics: X’ that Scorpio (not Libra) has 

a claim to be the ‘centre’ of the right hemisphere… and, FA supports this claim insofar 

as civilization remains phobosophically ‘7-less’ = ‘pseudo-patriarchal’. 

Marie’s best work was done with her Solar “progression” through Pisces, from 

1961-1991, a time when she was writing and lecturing extensively on myths and fairy 

tales. Although “developmental Jungian”, Michael Fordham (see, ‘Psycho-quadratic 

IIIB’), would likely have agreed that this was a fertile period for Marie, we have seen 

that he took a cautionary attitude to “classical Jungians” like Marie who look to link 

the individual to his/her/our wellspring, the collective unconscious, before making the 

“shadow” manageable. Indeed, your local ‘Fordham-astrologer’ would have pointed 

out to Marie that her 1st quadrant explains why she could remain sane in the face of 

an uprush/downrush of the collective unconscious/supraconscious – with Christ being 

Capricorn’s precedent for this ‘sanity’ – as opposed to the majority of analysands (not 

excluding Jung) who couldn’t/can’t.  

To this Fordham-ian issue, Marie could have replied that, with Melanie Klein’s 

view being difficult to absorb, especially for those who have already had “noumenous” 

experiences – those, for example, whom Jung described as, “religious people incapable 

of agreeing with the existing forms of belief” (… errrrr, moi) – the “classical Jungian” 

approach works as a bridge over, rather than as a path into, unmanageability. In other 

words, the two Jungian streams have become a dyad needing (not only a 3rd i.e. that 

which properly delineates their “dys-thesis”, but also) a 4th (i.e. that which adequately 

promotes their “syn-thesis”). Thus, my motivation for writing on ‘psycho-quadratics’. 

     * * * * * * 

Now, at the end of this series of articles, we can return to the “Mysterium” that 

is religion-spirituality. The clarities of the “Age of Reason” have generated the dyad, 

clarity-mystery… a dyad that has been proven courtesy of Heisenberg’s “uncertainty 

principle” (the more clarity one establishes, the more mystery is generated). With this, 

we disagree with Nietzsche that “God is dead”… rather, because of our improvements 

in reasoning, S/He has simply been rendered more Mysterious. 

In the face of this, we remind ourselves to begin with ourselves… as symbolized 

by the houses. This essay is being published with the Sun about to transit our 7th house, 

the locus from where we can access some ‘9 supraversion’. In turn, we can look at how 

we can sharpen our 8th house ‘valuations’ so that, in extra turn, we can make the most 

of the intuitions that arrive in our 9th house. In extra-extra turn, we hit the ‘centre’ of 

our personal reincarnation myth – our M.C. – and take ‘10 responsibility’ for reaching 

our Gemini ascendant once more… wherein we get more ideas about how to deal well 

with our ‘heroic hemisphere’ post-19/1/2022. As Graham Chapman’s “King Arthur” 

is told in “Monty Python & the Holy Grail”, “of course it is a good idea!”. 

 



  


